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Introduction: Flash, Stash, Cache, and Cash 

Objective and Approach 

The flash-based storage market is rapidly maturing in terms of both organizations’ understanding of flash 
technology and solid-state storage options as well as the number of offerings and capabilities from vendors. 
However, since solid-state storage is still—at least in terms of broad adoption rather than as a niche play—a 
relatively new technology, it is easy for vendor assertions to be passed off as facts. It also seems standard for 
assumptions to be made about the level of market understanding regarding flash-based storage technologies and 
solid-state storage options, the varying implementation models, and even terminology which do not necessarily 
hold true.  

For this reason, this paper accepts that everyone may not have the same level of understanding, so while this one 
paper cannot, of course, cover everything, what it seeks to do is dispel common points of confusion up-front and 
provide a certain amount of basic information. Whether you’re using this information as a primer or as a review, it 
is provided so that any IT user can come away knowing what is needed to make informed decisions that, hopefully, 
will result in the ability to deploy storage that is capable of taking full advantage of the benefits that solid-state 
storage has to offer.  

This paper balances a generic explanation of market choice, users’ needs, and a guide for buying considerations 
with a specific focus on how HP’s most recently released update to its HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 All-Flash Array 
system has established flash as a proven storage technology that has matured into a versatile overall platform as 
opposed to a narrowly focused point solution. 

In the main part of the paper, the capabilities and common characteristics of flash implementations—an approach 
useful to anyone considering flash—are categorized as “bronze”-, “silver”-, and “gold”-type approaches, depending 
on the degree to which they enable fully featured storage systems. The paper then goes on to evaluate how HP’s 
storage delivers the basics and follows with a series of flash-specific optimizations and advances that we’ll call “gold 
standard” flash capabilities, after which it hints at HP’s vision of the future for their flash storage architecture. 
Throughout the paper, the importance of both IT architecture and business implications is emphasized.  

The State of Solid-state 

Before examining technology options and potential decision criteria, it’s worth noting the dramatic progress solid-
state storage has made. Combined with technologies such as virtualization and the cloud, solid-state or flash-based 
storage has become a required topic when it comes to storage discussions, and its inexorable rise in importance can 
be measured in a few notable ways:  

 The number of enterprise organizations with solid-state storage product offerings of some sort or another 
has more than doubled in recent years; it certainly seems to be becoming a “norm.” 

 In terms of the current and anticipated importance of solid-state storage to users, the percentage of total 
storage capacity that is fulfilled by solid-state media is expected to grow significantly over the next 24 
months.  

 Users who view storage as a strategic tool and competitive differentiator are four times as likely as those 
who see storage as a mere afterthought to use solid-state storage.  

Both the recent and planned adoption of solid-state storage have been aided by the growing number of platforms 
and implementation styles; solid-state storage is no longer just a costly and specific “application fix” that requires 
close management, but is instead becoming an economically attractive, horizontal performance “turbo-charger” 
that works “auto-magically” behind the scenes.  

This means that not only will there most likely be a continued increase in the number of users, but also—and 
perhaps even more significantly—there will also be a continued increase in the percentage of storage budgets 
allocated to solid-state. One other crucial factor to the market progress and acceptance of solid-state is the growing 

http://www.hp.com/
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realization that its use is just as much about financial and operational optimization, and not just about serving the 
highest performance applications.  

ESG’s 2012 Storage Market Survey provides some specific measurements of market adoption of solid-state storage 
to support these assertions.1 As shown in Figure 1, even by late 2012, 33% of respondent organizations reported 
leveraging the technology in some form. Additionally, 54% of organizations were in various stages of potential 
adoption, whether they planned to deploy the technology over the following year (17%; anecdotally, ESG is 
confident that many of those organizations have since taken the plunge), were evaluating the technology (19%), or 
were at least familiar with and interested in the technology (18%).  

Figure 1. Solid-state Storage Usage Trends, Midmarket and Enterprise 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2014. 

Organizations that believe effective storage strategies are critical to core applications/business processes and can 
lead to competitive advantage would likely be willing to trade the cost of solid-state for the performance boost it 
could provide. As such, it follows that those organizations that view storage more strategically are more than four 
times as likely to use solid-state storage than are those that dismiss it as an afterthought (39% versus 9%) (see Table 
1). 

Table 1. Current Usage of Solid-state Storage, by Role of Data Storage Technology in IT and Business Operations 

 

Usage of solid-state storage among enterprise organizations, by role of data storage technology in IT and 
business operations. 

Strategic Tactical Afterthought 

39% 29% 9% 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2014. 

                                                 
1 Source: ESG Research Report, 2012 Storage Market Survey, November 2012.  
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Flash Primer and Overview 

This section provides a quick primer and overview of the essence of flash—its types, location, applicability, and 
value. As mentioned in the introduction, some of the market(ing) confusion is a deliberate result driven by vendors 
that only have one “hammer,” for which, therefore, everything looks like “a nail.” All the semantic games can lead 
to a couple of unwelcome obfuscations, which are hard—but necessary—to distinguish between: 

 Systems built on traditional storage architectures are invariably not designed to handle solid-state storage 
or flash-based media, but are being used with these new storage types regardless of this fact. The results 
are usually performance bottlenecks and a frustrating inability to live up to the full potential of the new 
storage technology due to restrictions that are inherent to the system architecture. 

 Newer, consistently purpose-built, flash-based storage offerings from (typically) start-up vendors may have 
architectures that are optimized for solid-state storage and flash-based media, but they don’t necessarily 
deliver on all the storage functionality to which users are accustomed—these being what are typically 
referred to as “tier-1” or “enterprise” data services. This can extend beyond optimization (“nice to have”) 
features such as thin provisioning to business-critical tools (“must haves”) such as resiliency and high 
availability.  

 With so many “shiny objects” in this space, all of which promise to “wash whiter,” it’s all too easy to lose 
focus on what really matters: IT architecture and business results. 

The Basics of Flash-based Storage2 

Basic Media Types: Although solid-state storage has been around as a niche high-performance product since the 
1970s, the recent arrival of NAND flash memory has provided a solid-state option that is non-volatile, has much 
improved affordability, and can be packaged in many ways to drive functionality and economic value.  

The main recent media types are single-level cell (SLC) and multi-level cell (MLC), with use of the former declining 
fairly rapidly and the use of the latter increasing dramatically (especially with the arrival and viability of first eMLC 
and now cMLC,3 both of which are helping to drive ever-more attractive economics for enterprise storage systems). 
While the essential difference is what amount of data is stored on a given area of silicon, the corollary is that 
cramming more data can lead to lower longevity and, therefore, a need for more error correction and over-
provisioning to compensate (this is the route increasingly favored by vendors).  

Deployment Options: Flash deployment options are increasingly varied and specific (even now, there are some 40 
flash-focused arrays on the market)—and there are even more choices coming soon from vendors that are 
currently in stealth mode. So, for example, server-based flash might be effectively direct-attached storage (DAS) or 
it might be a host-based cache to networked storage, while an “appliance” model might be application specific or 
more generic.  

And of course, even in the storage subsystem, flash might be added as cache in the controller or as an SSD in the 
main storage rack. Crucially, these implementations need not be mutually exclusive; indeed, in the same way that 
we have become accustomed to a hierarchy of spinning storage options, the same could be true of flash…with a 
combination of types handling different intents and different workloads. 

Performance and Economics: Prima facie, it is obvious what high-performance storage can do for demanding 
applications (typically those that drive high I/O to handle extremely frequent transactions or applications that are 
ultra-sensitive to latency). However, what’s also unfailingly true is that a judicious amount of high-performance I/O 
capability can do wonders for storage economics. Put simply (and it can seem counterintuitive), extremely high-

                                                 

2 For a deeper dive into flash basics and implementation styles, see the earlier ESG White Paper produced for HP, Evaluating Flash-optimized 
Storage, June 2013, from which most of the early part of this paper is derived.  

3 These stand for “Enterprise MLC” and “Consumer MLC.” Frankly, the guarantees that systems vendors will offer are what matter most 
today. 
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performance storage—invariably some form of solid-state storage—can be used to manage costs. And, with 
performance demands growing dramatically (driven by an online, integrated, and consolidated IT world supporting 
ever-more I/O-voracious and latency-sensitive applications), not using as wide a range of storage tiers as 
appropriate is simply a waste of money. Flash—like any storage decision—must make economic sense, and 
although it may seem counter-intuitive, for most users, it is actually the economic advantages that flash storage 
can deliver that will most drive its broader adoption and success. In other words, the performance per se is not the 
point, but is instead the “means” to an “end” of overall improved storage economics.  

Even as the world economy has gradually improved over the last few years, and even as the focus on the upside 
value of IT has grown, the single most-cited business initiative that impacts IT spending decisions has remained cost 
reduction. Deploying flash may very well improve performance and reduce latency, but it will almost certainly 
reduce costs, which—whatever else may be going on in IT—remains the most-cited business initiative driving IT 
investments, as the ESG research in Figure 2 shows.4 

Figure 2. Top Five 2014 Business Initiatives with the Greatest Impact on IT Spending Decisions 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2014. 

Flash Application Use Cases:  Not surprisingly, flash storage can be used in a range of applications and 
implementations, whether they are run on a physical or virtual machine, and whether they exist in a traditional 
data center or a cloud operation. Solid-state applies everywhere, and one of its key attractions is that, in most 
implementations, workflows do not need to be changed.  

As the price of flash storage comes down, emerging use cases include real-time analytics, OLTP and ERP 
acceleration, VDI, and server virtualization of mission-critical apps. Currently, the two major generic applications for 
flash are both in areas of high-intensity I/O needs, but in slightly different ways: 

 Low-latency needs, such as virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) and e-commerce applications 

 Acceleration needs, such as databases, online transaction processing (OLTP), and messaging infrastructures 

As adoption increases (driven by increasingly sophisticated implementations), there will also be a tendency for flash 
storage, especially in its “all-flash array” or “hybrid array” forms, to be evaluated simply by whether it constitutes 

                                                 
4 Source: ESG Research Report, 2014 Spending Intentions Survey, February 2014. 
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good, fit-for-purpose, and fit-for-budget storage, with far less concern as to the underlying media. Indeed, one of 
the clear trends we see is for solid-state to increasingly become less of a specific “fix” for a particular application 
issue and more of a generic turbo-boost across an infrastructure and all workloads. This is no doubt aided by two 
things: 

 The greater availability of auto-tiering and caching options for solid-state that preclude users from having 
to be quite so specific in their up-front knowledge of how flash will be leveraged 

 The dramatic absolute and relative declines in price 

In simple terms, flash is not only ready for, but is also being integrated into the mainstream; this notion is clearly 
demonstrated by the blue bars in Figure 3; the research shows the specific application types for which solid-state 
storage was acquired as well as those that potential adopters expected to support with the technology. 5 

Figure 3. Specific Applications that Drove—or Are Driving—Solid-state Storage Deployments 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2014. 

Establishing a Flash Storage Value System  

With the wide range of choices and deployment options, it can be all too easy to focus in on a few headline 
specifications, and indeed much of the rhetoric and hype about flash has been myopically centered on some magic 
IOPS number. Clearly, the sheer performance muscle of the product is a key attribute, but it is far from the only 
attribute that matters in terms of delivering true value to applications and organizations.  

To use an analogy, Ferraris have great potential and maximum speeds (IOPS), but can only display these features to 
the extent that the road, traffic conditions, and driver permit. And the limited seating and baggage abilities can be 
another restriction. That said, many owners of regular sedans or minivans might occasionally find a Ferrari 
performance boost extremely useful. But few people really want a stripped-down ultra-performance sports car 
(where all the creature comforts, like A/C and audio have been removed for the sake of speed) for everyday use. 

                                                 
5 Source: ESG Research Report, Solid-state Storage Market Trends, November 2011. 
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So the overall value of flash is about a number of things, above and beyond the basic provision of “raw material.” 
For ease of discussion and distinction, we shall call these “bronze”-, “silver”-, and “gold”-type capabilities: Figure 4 
is a graphic representation of the general expectations and requirements of each category. 

 

Figure 4. Flash Storage Implementation Categorization 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group, 2014. 

Just to be clear (and as indicated in Figure 4), the requirements for meeting each category are cumulative. A vendor 
would have to address bronze and silver attributes in order to be able to achieve the status of the gold category. 
There’s no intent to say—for instance—that bronze is bad; it could be perfect for certain users, budgets, and 
workloads. BUT—and it’s a big “but”—without knowing that there are “golden” possibilities in the market, users 
could miss out on additional IT and business value.  

As we get further into the use and adoption of flash, it makes sense to have it increasingly integrated with overall 
storage systems because this maximizes the operational and financial benefits of flash, and makes it compatible 
with a greater range of IT infrastructure technologies. ESG notes that this level of integration is rapidly expanding, 
and underlines the importance of architecture as a corollary to that expansion. People sometimes mistake flash for 
a market. It’s not a market; it’s a technology. As such, things like its integration—and, therefore, its architecture—
matter because it is a technology to be optimized and deployed. 

The aim of this paper is to help IT decision makers evaluate what they require, what they should look for, and what 
they are being offered by various vendors to help guide smarter questions and smarter decisions. The use of 
bronze, silver, and gold approaches is simply a tool for helping with this analysis and the decision-making process.  

Getting Granular: What to Know and What to Look for 

Before examining in more detail what qualifies as bronze, silver, and gold flash deployments, it is worth reviewing 
some of the key elements in, and attributes of, flash storage for those considering a flash-based storage purchase:  

 Overall IT Situation: Parts of the “it depends” in any decision will be based on subjective but nonetheless 
important things such as: your current and preferred vendors (as well as your attitude toward the number 
of vendors in your infrastructure); the relative priority of your needs; and your risk profile (irrespective of 
vendor or product, sound references and quantified user-benefits are well-worth the time invested).  

 Workload: It may sound obvious, but do not get swayed from concentrating on your specific needs. For 
instance, applications with high-performance/low-latency and protection requirements that may be read-
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heavy can be a good fit for PCIe flash in the server as a cache. Conversely, applications with mixed 
workloads and changing data “temperatures” can be better served by flash as part of a hybrid storage 
tiering strategy. 

 Performance/Latency: Given that the number-one attribute associated with flash is high performance, it is 
surprising that this remains an area in which buyers need to exercise caution and be meticulous. Ask about 
the performance implications for your specific applications: What performance can be expected?6 The best 
advice is to ask vendors for real-world details—and some level of guarantee—for your specific applications 
and for the modeled impacts of your proposed implementation, all on a level playing field of agreed 
assumptions and consistent semantics. 

 Endurance and Longevity: Endurance refers to how many writes a cell can sustain, but may not matter so 
much now that most flash storage is operating behind some form of sophisticated control plane, with over-
provisioning of the raw media for “headroom,” and ECC layers.7 Longevity refers to the number of cycles 
(duty cycles if you prefer): How much work can you do on your flash system for how long? With a lack of 
standards around the marketing terminology (again, what’s delivered by a flash device varies dramatically 
by usage—such as the read/write ratio and internal operations/garbage collection), just be very clear about 
what you need your flash to do and for how long. Specific vendor warranties (e.g., up to ten full-capacity 
random drive writes per day for five years) are becoming the norm. 

 Price versus Cost versus “Usable-capacity TCO” and $/IO Costs: Ask about the overall cost. What is the real 
cost per gigabyte, the dollars per usable/effective gigabyte, and of course the dollars per IO cost (after all, 
the $/GB metric might not even be the key measure if you are IOPS-bound and not capacity-bound). And 
are such things as HA, RAID, over-provisioning, replacement flash media, metadata, and flash management 
(where applicable) all factored into the effective cost/warranty/service calculation? After decades of 
conditioning, many users struggle to look beyond the sticker price per raw GB, but the fact is that old tools 
and old thoughts cannot be used to measure new approaches. The relevant measure is effective cost for a 
given workload or performance. Thus, if solid-state can take I/O pressure away from some other part of the 
storage infrastructure (almost certainly improving overall $/IO into the bargain, of course), then it can help 
the economics in two ways: First, because there will be a reduced need to buy HDD capacity for 
performance, and secondly, the remaining HDD storage capacity can now be far better utilized. Beyond the 
straightforward storage costs, there are a couple of important additional TCO advantages for flash: 

 Power and space consumption: This can easily be an order of magnitude or more lower than it is 
for equivalent-capacity HDD arrays. It is common to find that it costs as much to rack, power, and 
cool an HDD array over three years as to buy it in the first place.  

 Server consolidation: If (as is possible) using flash produces enough performance and enables 
enough consolidation to reduce, say, Oracle nodes by 50% (both hardware and licenses), then the 
financial savings are such that they can make the storage math itself almost insignificant. 

 System Integration: Check the “basics,” such as whether your applications are even capable of supporting 
and utilizing flash (not all older applications are), and whether you’ll have system compatibility with Fibre 
Channel, iSCSI, and NFS (as needed). Clarify how “easy” the “ease of use” is: How quick to install and 
manage (how automated) is new software (and training), or does it use the existing architecture?  
Increasingly, IT managers are considering the concept of shared data services and unified/federated 
management for its ease of use advantages and because it doesn’t require retraining. Moreover, check the 
required and available levels of HA: If you’re considering flash storage, the odds are that you are going to 
be adding to (or even replacing) a high-performance HDD disk system that is running your mission-critical 

                                                 
6 Multiple factors can affect claimed performance—for instance, assumed cache hit/miss ratios, block size, queue depth, sequential versus 
random reads, read/write mix, new system versus steady-state after wear, peak versus sustained performance, system utilization 
percentage, etc. 
7 This is a practical approach commonly used by solid-state storage vendors to have media “sparing” available, and it should not be confused 
with thin provisioning, which is the data management and capacity-utilization tool. 
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and business-crucial applications. You are, therefore, most likely to already have clustered controllers that 
share existing resources, and you would want no less for the flash…so verify if it is available.  

 Purpose-built/Solid-state Optimized Architecture: If you are considering an all-flash or hybrid system, find 
out if it is purpose-built—in other words, does it have an architecture that is “flash-optimized” or is it 
“datasheet retrofitted.” Flash and HDD are different animals. Some flash storage systems actually require 
fluidity, as data will intentionally be moved around, in which case a purpose-built management layer is 
crucial. Other implementations will operate fine without this. Again, the best advice is to be aware, to 
discuss it with potential vendors, and—ultimately—to concentrate on what it is that you are trying to 
achieve. Note that fine-grain virtualization is valuable for optimal management of functions such as thin 
provisioning, deletion management, reclamation, deduplication, and other advanced functionality.  

Going for the Gold 

Many of the considerations above should be verified for any type of flash implementation. They are the bronze 
prerequisites to further flash advantage. Some of the later elements in the list—such as system integration and the 
existence of more advanced storage functionality (we can add things like snapshots and thin provisioning to HA)—
are definitely in the realm of silver, and are the foundations upon which gold can be delivered. If vendors can offer 
“full silver flash” that gets users to a situation where flash can deliver and partake in (via integration or inherent 
ability) all the traditional functional richness of a modern storage system in addition to the raw advantages of solid-
state media, then that is no small accomplishment.    

Gold is one step further, and describes the situation where systems and/or architectures are: 

(a) Designed to take full advantage of—and/or to offer an improved platform for—flash-based media.  

(b) Developed so that the technology combination is both optimized and used to offer new capabilities. 

By definition, silver is being played out by numerous vendors with essentially increasing similarity because it is 
about delivering what-are-now expected—albeit very valuable—storage attributes and functions. It cannot be over-
stressed that silver is a highly valuable offering, and that also there is room for vendors to differentiate and finesse 
their offerings even within this tier. This is exactly why all the advice in the earlier part of this section is so vital—to 
ensure that decisions are made on the basis of what is relevant to the use case, in terms of an “apples-to-apples” 
comparison and with full knowledge of what needs to be examined and verified.  

However, gold moves the evaluation to a different level, one that by definition is far more determined by what 
capabilities individual vendors can apply to the underlying industry-standard components. In other words, the 
phrase “specific capabilities” does not mean the same as introducing proprietary, nonstandard approaches. It is 
more about squeezing the most advantage from the available, standards-based materials.  

Having outlined all the foundational elements for choosing a flash-based storage deployment, the remainder of this 
paper looks in detail at an example of a gold platform: the all-flash HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450.  

HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage: Flash-optimized Capabilities and Analysis 

Somewhat ironically, one of the most important things about the all-flash HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 Storage array is 
not the product itself, but the fact that, as a part of the HP 3PAR StoreServ Storage family, the 7450 shares the 
same architecture, operating system, software, management interfaces, data services, and advanced feature set as 
the rest of the 3PAR StoreServ portfolio.8  

This matters significantly because it means the product automatically contains many of the silver attributes already 
discussed for flash storage implementations. For example, the 7450 is included in the same management software 
as other HP 3PAR StoreServ arrays such as the 3PAR StoreServ 7200 (which starts at under US $20,000) and all the 
way up to the 3PAR StoreServ 10800 (which can hold over 3 PB of data). These devices share the same operating 

                                                 
8 Note that this section is intended to reflect only on some product highlights; anyone wanting a full explanation of, and all the specifications 
for, the HP 3PAR StoreServ 4350 All-Flash Array should visit HP’s website.  
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system and user interface. More importantly, they share the same feature and data services set, so all the popular 
and expected assumptions for modern storage systems are available for the all-flash product.  

In many respects, the 7450 can be viewed as “simply” the HP 3PAR StoreServ architecture applied to static silicon 
media rather than rotating magnetic media. However, unlike many older storage architectures, where such a 
combination would be like putting a Ferrari engine in a compact rental car, the 3PAR StoreServ architecture has a 
range of base abilities that are well suited to using the enhanced horsepower: Mesh-Active clustering, system-wide 
striping, and fine-grained allocation units are all advantageous when it comes to optimally deploying flash.  

To briefly cover the basic details, the product itself is a quad-controller, all-flash array with a massively parallelized 
architecture, flash-optimized caching algorithms, and QoS abilities. The 7450 now uses cMLC flash media and data 
compaction for enhanced capacity efficiency (and lower cost). It also provides impressive resilience via such tools as 
persistent cache and ports for non-disruptive software and hardware upgrades, unplanned cable pulls, consistent 
performance, peer failover, and multi-site/federated replication/mobility—even in the event of controller failure.9  

This product is supplied as a two- or four-node system, and now has a raw capacity of up to 450 TB, and offers a 
maximum throughput of some 6 GB/sec (based on 50/50 read/write and RAID 10). It features tier-1 resilience, 
which includes a full suite of data services to support customers’ most mission-critical data (e.g., replication, a 3DC 
DR solution, QoS with latency targets, encryption, and strong VMware integration). The architecture that HP 3PAR 
StoreServ already has in place has allowed the 7450 to deal in an “unruffled” fashion with the new requirements 
that flash media itself places upon storage systems. It has the power and inherently malleable structure to not only 
move data efficiently and handle increased throughput, but also to apply data compaction (various types of 
“thinness” for which HP 3PAR StoreServ is well known), zero-detect (which can be viewed as a type of 
deduplication), and manage the flash media lifecycle (what HP calls “Proactive Media Management”).  

Beyond these basic specs, HP has added numerous flash optimizations—“gold” capabilities that are flash-specific 
innovations not just to the 7450, but, of course, to the entire HP 3PAR StoreServ platform. Naturally, the all-flash 
nature of the 7450 storage array means that it is where the maximum impact of such capabilities is delivered. Here 
are some of the key elements:  

 HP 3PAR Adaptive Reads and Writes is a platform innovation that permits the system management of 
either small and/or variable-granularity data by matching host I/O size with the reads and writes to flash 
media in order to avoid unnecessary reads and writes. While writing from cache to flash, the system writes 
only the changed part of the cache page to the flash media. This optimization helps the 7450 reduce writes 
to flash media (thereby elongating media life). At the same time, this can significantly reduce latency and 
optimize the backend performance, thereby—for instance—enabling more applications to be consolidated. 

 Autonomic Cache Offload means that the flash cache is flushed based on utilization, eliminating cache 
bottlenecks by “autonomically” changing the frequency with which data is offloaded from cache to the 
flash media based on utilization rates and without requiring user intervention. This ensures consistently 
high performance levels as users scale workloads to thousands of IOPS.  

 Multi-tenant I/O Processing: Flash is all about latency and consolidation, which are often a proxy for multi-
tenancy. Multi-tenant I/O processing enables workload multi-tenancy, which features performance 
optimization for mixed workloads or VDI deployments and SLAs on the same system. It does this by 
breaking large I/O into 32KB “sub-I/O blocks” to ensure that small read I/O chunks don’t get held up or 
stuck behind large I/O requests. The result is lower latency levels than would otherwise be the case. This 
also helps drive up and sustain performance levels for varied workloads, and maintains the overall system 
performance during SSD rebuilds. Multi-tenant I/O processing also enables secure multi-tenancy, which 
logically partitions different customers on the same shared infrastructure.  

                                                 

9 There’s a noteworthy distinction here between three concepts: data mobility, mortality, and resilience. The first is the ability to move data 
around (perhaps for QoS reasons or to handle upgrades); the second deals with what happens to data as it ages (which might also involve 
movement). Both of these are distinct from replication—which is a copy of data rather than a move—that falls into the resilience category.  
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 HP 3PAR Priority Optimization is optional software that enables organizations to manage the performance 
of individual applications to guarantee the quality of service and to ensure that performance is delivered 
where it is needed most in shared, multi-tenant environments. A highly automated approach allows the 
quick and easy setting of maximum [desired/permitted] performance thresholds for application workloads 
according to front-end IOPS, bandwidth, or both. This can allow users to consolidate additional applications 
on a smaller amount of infrastructure, while still delivering a predictable performance in order to meet 
service level requirements.  

 The HP 3PAR StoreServ ASIC, proven through multiple generations, supports mixed workloads with 
extremely high performance levels that can alleviate legacy storage performance constraints. In order to 
get the most out of flash-based media, memory optimizations, including Direct Memory Access (DMA), 
have been made to enable the local ASIC in one controller node to directly access memory in other nodes in 
order to reduce latency. 

 Adaptive Sparing (or, colloquially, “spread out” sparing) is one of the architectural elements that allows 
more space to be used for actual data, compared with other vendors deploying the same hardware. It is 
enabled by the original 3PAR “chunklets” approach that allows for the more efficient use of (flash) space 
and reduces the need for traditional over-provisioning (for example, while the exact numbers vary 
according to the precise technology comparison, it can be as dramatic of a difference as going down from 
needing 28% over-provisioning to just 7%). In concert with other 3PAR architectural benefits (such as 
efficient garbage collection and “write coalescing”), the net impact is that the HP solution allows for more 
actual data to be stored in the same given physical flash, which of course translates to a lower cost 
(reduced raw $/GB). The bottom line is better management of the same space via the inherent 3PAR 
architecture. While the media may change, the architecture prevails. 

 Thin Deduplication drives additional capacity efficiency by combining 3PAR’s renowned “thin” capabilities 
with advanced deduplication to optimally preclude duplicate writes. Hash keys are generated inline by the 
3PAR ASIC, and the hash comparisons are completed fast as a result of using the field-proven Thin 
Provisioning metadata lookup table.   

 Express Indexing enables metadata management to support greater levels of deduplication more 
efficiently. It is another element of HP’s continuing ability to grow raw capacity scalability.  

HP also offers federated storage capabilities (that is, data mobility) via its Peer Motion software, which allows for 
seamless data movement across and between storage systems; again, this can help to achieve demanding SLAs by 
integrating and optimizing the use of facilities such as tiering and migration. 

HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 All-Flash Array: Continued Product Advances 

Since its debut in June 2013, it’s worth noting the dramatic progress of the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450. The initial 
launch was followed rapidly by a release in December 2013, and a third functional step-change in June 2014.  

Capacity and Performance: As detailed in Table 2, HP has delivered impressive growth in the product’s raw 
capacity, from 96TB in June 2013, then to 220TB in December 2013 (via 480GB/920GB MLC SSD support), and now 
to 456TB today (via 1.9TB cMLC SSD support).10 This significant growth represents a twofold increase every six 
months, while many all-flash-array (AFA) vendors are still only scaling in the tens of TB. Performance has also grown 
at an impressive pace: HP has improved the initial 7450 performance by 1.6 times (from 550K IOPS to 900K IOPS), 
while latency has decreased by 25%. Additional details are provided in Table 2.  

Economics of All-Flash Performance: When the 50% cost reduction achieved by moving to the higher capacity 
drives (lower cost/TB) in December is combined with the fact that more IOPS were added, the result is a highly 
significant, greater-than-three-times cost reduction in $/IOPS. Moreover, when the new Thin Deduplication 
capability in the 3PAR Operating System and the latest addition of another twofold capacity increase are added to 

                                                 
10 Source: Various HP marketing materials. 
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the mix, the overall $/IO reduction is of the order of 4X, meaning that the cost per IO on the 7450 is less than a 
quarter of what it was just a year ago! 

Another useful economic measure is the raw $/GB, which (according to HP figures) has dropped from around 
$14/GB in June 2013 to some $2/GB in mid-2014 as a result of the cMLC SSDs and 3PAR compaction. This is a hard-
to-ignore 700% reduction, and means that the 7450 is certainly capable of reaching the prices common in some 
regular HDD-based systems. 

Feature June ‘13 Dec ‘13 June/Sept ‘14 

SSD Support 
SLC and eMLC 

1/2/400GB 

MLC 

480GB/920GB 

cMLC SAS 

1.9TB 

Number of SSDs Supported 
240 

(on 7450/7400 4-N) 

Maximum Raw Capacity per System 96TB 220TB 456TB 

Maximum Raw Capacity per Rack U 4.8TB 11TB 22.8TB 

Maximum Useable Capacity per 7450 System* 144TB 330TB 1368TB 

Reduction in $/GB  50%  30%  

Reduction in Combined $/IO and $/GB  3X 4X 

Increase in Capacity per Generation  2.3X 2X 

Increase in Performance  1.6X  

*assumes 2:1 Thin and 2:1 Dedupe Ratio 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group from HP materials, 2014. 

Compaction technologies: The new addition of built in—not bolted on—deduplication (which uses the 3PAR ASIC 
to generate and handle hashing) contributes to the reduction in the cost of useable GB. Reasonably conservatively, 
deduplication can be expected to combine with the 3PAR Thin Suite to generate a 75% capacity savings (that is at a 
4:1 overall compaction ratio), which would therefore increase the 7450 useable capacity to over 1.3PB in just half a 
rack!11 

Warranty: To provide overall system reassurance, any HP 3PAR 480GB MLC, 920GB MLC, 1.92TB cMLC, or 
“whatever comes next” SSDs now also come with an unconditional, five-year warranty, which covers 
everything…even in hybrid systems. 

HP Intellectual Property: What makes this cutting-edge technology all the more impressive is the fact that all of it—
from the deduplication and indexing metadata, through the thin provisioning approach, and to garbage collection—
is all patented HP intellectual property, much of the newer functionality having been developed by HP Labs. The 
fact that other vendors have similar-sounding attributes should not make users assume all things are equal: To use 

                                                 
11 Even before adding its new deduplication, HP’s installed base is reported to have been running close to a 3:1 compaction ratio, so 4:1 is not 
unreasonable with deduplication, and is indeed likely a conservative figure; therefore, HP may choose to increase its claim after more “proof 
time” in the market.  

Table 2. HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 All-Flash Array Generational Progress 
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an analogy, if you are buying a car and only ask whether the car has an engine, you could end up with a two-
cylinder hybrid or a Formula One V-8. They are both called “engines,” but have very different capabilities. 

Dramatically Enhanced Performance  

In terms of its raw capabilities, HP’s own testing shows the kind of performance boost that the 7450 can deliver. 
Figure 5 shows that the latest 7450 is not just notable for its more-than-900,000 IOPS throughput number, but also 
for its ability to deliver those maximum IOPS at consistently low latency levels (less than 700 microseconds). That 
sort of consistency is just as important to advantageous operational outcomes as is the absolute top number (to 
return to a car analogy, the comfortable cruising speed generally matters a lot more than the top speed, at least for 
most applications and most users, most of the time).  

Figure 5. HP 3PAR StorServ 7450 Generational Performance Improvement 

 

Source: Enterprise Strategy Group from HP data, 2014. 
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Customer Success: UASC Delivers Better, Faster Customer Service   

Ashraf Jamal, Head of Infrastructure, United Arab Shipping Company 

United Arab Shipping Company (UASC) serves over 200 global destinations enabled by an efficient IT 
infrastructure to support its complex operations, not just for physical customer interactions, but also (under the 
banner of “Click Locally, Ship Globally”) to allow its customers to conduct extensive self-service through a web 
portal. At UASC, efficiency and reliability are top priorities.  

“HP’s 7450s were chosen in the second half of 2013 – the new system provides better performance especially 
during peak operational periods, and we are able to better serve our users,” remarked Jamal. 

“In terms of I/O for our core applications, most production transactions end to end are completed in only a few 
seconds with the 7450, while with regular storage solutions such transactions can take much longer,” Jamal 
added. 

The relationship between UASC and HP goes back to 2006. The collaboration between UASC and HP has 
included numerous system integration projects, amongst others. 

About United Arab Shipping Company: United Arab Shipping Company (UASC) is a global shipping company 
based in the Middle East. Founded in 1976, UASC is present in more than 75 countries around the world. The 
company is a major container shipping player in the Middle East region and adjacent markets, covering over 200 
ports and destinations worldwide. UASC offers containerized and conventional cargo transportation, 
temperature controlled cargo, and value added services to a diversified global client-base, covering the Middle 
East, Europe, Mediterranean, Indian Sub-continent, Far East, Australia, West Africa and The Americas.  

HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 All-Flash Array: Analysis 

The HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 all-flash array can be analyzed from three key perspectives: 

1. On its own merits: It is clearly an array that can deliver the sort of high-volume, low-latency I/O that will 
satisfy the vast majority of day-to-day, mission-critical applications for a huge swathe of users. Its internal 
abilities, algorithms, and inherent management familiarity will make it especially easy and attractive for 
committed HP storage users to adopt.   

2. Integrated as part of the flash-optimized HP 3PAR StoreServ Architecture: This is where the real 
operational and financial advantages of the product come to the fore. As an integrated part of the existing, 
and growing, HP 3PAR StoreServ storage portfolio, the new 7450 immediately benefits from—and 
interoperates with—all the attributes of the existing “regular” and hybrid 3PAR StoreServ systems. This 
means it can deliver not only advanced storage functionalities (everything from “reservation-less” 
snapshots through zero-detection and to QoS) but also tier-1/enterprise-class levels of resilience and 
storage federation/data mobility.     

3. Measured according to the bronze, silver, and gold flash yardstick: As a quick reminder of the 
categorization provided earlier in this paper: bronze is all about harnessing the basic abilities of flash; silver 
adds essential “standard” storage functionality; and gold adds new features and functionality that are only 
possible because of the advanced integration and special characteristics of flash-based media. Clearly, the 
HP product is an example of achieving the gold standard.  

Of course, the ultimate analysis of any flash product and implementation is in the determination of a user; it is far 
less about labels and far more about what operational and/or financial value flash-based storage enables. No solid-
state storage product should be bought for its own sake, nor should solid-state capacity be bought as a “cool” 
addition to an existing system; not even for amazing I/O credentials. It’s not about ostentatiously improving the IT 
infrastructure, nor even improving application performance as such. Flash storage should only be bought for the 
eventual impact it can have in a business sense. That, of course, is where a gold product is likely to shine more 
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brightly than a silver- or bronze-type product—because the flash-optimized abilities are more likely to directly 
translate into operational and business advantages.  

HP’s Solid-state Ethos and Vision 

Architecture and Business Value Are the Foundations  

HP intends to continue to emphasize the business and architectural cornerstones of the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 
All-Flash Array, and whatever follows it. On the business side, the 7450’s extremely high-performance, flash-based, 
solid-state storage requires an upfront investment, but its flexible, efficient operation can be used to manage—and 
indeed reduce—overall storage costs. Architecturally, the 7450 is built on an elegant, proven, and comprehensive 
foundation composed of sophisticated enabling technologies developed at 3PAR and since considerably jointly 
enhanced with HP Labs. Because of its homogeneous compatibility with a range of internally developed HP storage-
related technologies, it can be used in standalone mode, or in concert with these supporting technologies.  

As the rapid, back-to-back-to-back releases of the 7450 clearly indicate, flash-driven SSD storage systems are 
quickly moving away from the “lunatic fringe”—those only interested in solving niche performance problems—and 
into the mainstream. Flash has become more of an umbrella technology—supporting a variety of media based on 
an extensible underlying architecture—than simply a point problem solver.  

Future Roadmap Considerations 

Clearly, HP has the technical “chops” to make its roadmap a reality. For example, the company is making it known 
that it is preparing to extend to eight-way controller scalability to handle ever-higher IOPS. While many new flash 
vendor entrants are still only at the dual controller stage, HP believes it has “cracked the scaling nut”—something 
that has its DNA rooted in architecture, architecture, architecture. HP’s extensible architecture should allow it to 
embrace all sorts of future solid-state media, such as its own ultra-efficient Memristor storage or perhaps IBM’s 
Racetrack. And pragmatically, irrespective of the media, we wouldn’t be surprised to see compression coming soon 
on HP’s systems because it would fit logically with its compaction technologies and approach. 

HP also expects to continue advancing on the “latency reduction front” and expects to work with various host 
interconnects, including 16 and 32GB Fibre Channel, 40G Ethernet, Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), and 
iSCSI Extensions for ISER, all of which will reduce system latency via faster links to the server. HP is also considering 
reducing latency via system optimizations, including flash cache, write latency reductions, and code path length 
reductions. And one other source to tap for reduced latency is back-end I/O, including 12G SAS, PCI-E, and flash 
enclosures. Additionally, HP intends to work with application providers to ensure that their applications are tuned 
and optimized to take advantage of the 3PAR StorServ system; prime candidates would likely include Microsoft, 
VMware, Brocade, and the like.  

The Flash-based Storage Vision—50,000 ft. View 

Overall, HP appears to have an intelligent and credible take on solid-state technologies in general; this makes its 
thought leadership on the potential future worthy of attention. According to HP, some of the features and 
technologies that are on the “possibility horizon,” or at least demanding attention, are (in no order of likelihood or 
timing): 

 Flash for archive. 

 Going beyond RAID (e.g., erasure coding). 

 Next-generation ASICs for even greater bandwidth. 

 Enhanced data services such as “storage personas”—think of a wizard that allows the system to be auto- 
tuned for a particular application, like file or archive. 

 Federated provisioning and load balancing. 
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 Replication configurations and continued hardening of the software stack for resiliency. 

 Cutting costs via multi-tier flash read/write I/O differentiation so that writes can be redirected to whatever 
solid-state layer offers the maximum endurance. 

 More cost cutting with 3D NAND (and, logically, HP’s buying power across PCs, servers, and storage). 

Customer Success: Nuance Improves Scalability and Performance 

Frederic Van Haren, Senior Director R&D Labs, Nuance Communications 

This multi-billion dollar software vendor is renowned for its speech recognition software, but also has a broad 
portfolio of products to connect humans and technology. Van Haren’s group is responsible for collecting the 
actual speech data—it is an area that relies on statistical analysis, and the more data that is collected, the better 
it is in terms of improving the products’ abilities and accuracy. Not surprisingly, the result is many petabytes of 
data, all “glued together” under IBM’s GPFS product. In line with other companies where IT really is the business 
(after all, its IP really is the data), Nuance is not a traditional IT organization and over the years has often done 
its “own thing”…unless, that is, it has found true additional value by buying from a named vendor. Hence the 
bulk of the foundational data is stored on WORM JBODs.  

An area of more challenge has been high read/write active word analysis. After some false starts with other 
vendors (both of the “very large” and “emerging” varieties), Nuance found 3PAR for its high-performance 
production work. However, there was still a nagging, nascent worry—in Van Haren’s words: “We separate out 
the metadata. There are literally billions of files and it has always been an area of concern for us in terms of both 
scalability and performance.” Nuance knew that cost-effective flash would be the answer, and all its metadata 
has therefore run on the all-flash 7450 since July 2013. The results have pleased Nuance, with Van Haren 
stating: “We have seen tremendous performance gains in metadata access. The 62% improvement in overall 
response time means both faster processing and also less waiting, since the humans using the VMs are very 
latency sensitive!”  

While Van Haren is looking forward to the many current and future 7450 enhancements (which will further 
improve the cost effectiveness of its flash and enable Nuance to extend its use into a more tiered storage 
infrastructure), he also values HP’s support. “They really ‘get it,’” he says, “and any issues are not only resolved 
well, but invariably lead to new user value. I know it’s a bit corny, but it’s a real win-win relationship.” 
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The Bigger Truth 

In just a very short time, contemporary flash-based solid-state storage has earned its bona fides. A prime example is 
HP’s 3PAR StoreServ 7450 All-Flash Array, which is built on a strong, and indeed flash-optimized, architecture. It is 
eminently not only well-suited to enable a seamless integration of flash as a fully storage-featured building block in 
HP’s Converged Infrastructure and Converged Storage portfolios, but it also has been treated to a number of new 
innovations in its two releases over the past year, which propel it to a leading market solution and continue to 
categorize it as a “gold-standard” solid-state storage offering.  

When users are evaluating flash systems (whether hybrid or all-flash), it is critical to have a genuine inspection 
rather than just comparing claims. All too often, elements within any storage system—but in this case having to do 
with flash—can become check-box items. For example, some of the features that the HP 3PAR StoreServ 7450 has 
to drive business value—QoS, for instance—are certainly, to some degree, available from other vendors (i.e., a 
check-box item when comparing semantic claims), but HP’s advantage is the completeness and sophistication of 
such functions that are gathered under its one architectural management umbrella. So, while other vendors might 
have IT users purchase a separate, purpose-built, flash-optimized architecture in order to achieve some of the high-
performance, low-latency, or cost and business goals that their operations demand, the HP StoreServ 7450 simply 
builds on what HP already has. And in so doing, it doesn’t ask users to sacrifice or compromise any of the rich tier-1 
data services, new “gold” flash features, or enterprise-class efficiency, resiliency, or data mobility attributes that are 
so valuable to them.  
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